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Victoria already has a good supply of conventional gas from offshore sources. We currently use a lot
of gas. Natural gas accounts for 19% of all energy used in Victoria and our consumption is expected to
increase. Victoria has the largest residential gas demand of any Australian state, which is a result of
various factors, including our relatively cooler climate, and the poor energy rating of much of our
existing housing stock.
Solar and Wind Power need to be immediately accessed even though our current Prime Minister and
The Environment Minister and the Treasurer of our Federal Parliament have negative reactions and
attitudes to anything Solar/Wind.
A responsible Energy Policy for Victoria would rule out any further coal, gas or oil development.
Many European countries have BANNED this form of Mining: France, Spain, Bulgaria, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, Austria and Italy. Even within our close neighbor New Zealand Christchurch and Kaikoura
are “Frack Free” cities.
Water is also a major issue, and a necessity to us all. Apart from the question of industry accessing
large volumes of water, there is also the matter of quality of ground water. Based on the experience in
Queensland, concerns about contamination of aquifers or surface water from mining operations can be
expected to become significant once operations become established.
Groundwater plays a vital role in sustaining agriculture in Victoria, and hence our economy and lifestyle.
Mining coal and gas – especially UCG – is a very water intensive process. With the prospect of an
expanding mining sector, fossil fuels and agriculture can be expected to be in increasing conflict over
limited water supplies in coming years. There is already substantial concerns about subsidence and over
use of aquifers across Gippsland as a result of mining activity.
There is a fear of geo contamination – dangerous materials being brought to the surface in recovered
water as a result of shale and gas fracking. These contaminants include heavy metals, naturally
occurring radioactive materials, volatile and semi volatile organic compounds and high concentrations of
salts.
The Otway Basin west of Melbourne is a key location for shale gas potential. There are risks specific to
the local geology. The Otway Basin is considered “structurally complex, which may increase the
potential for fluid flow between gas shales and other units including aquifers” ‐ in other words we are
“messing with nature”.
The Otway Basin already has multiple users, ranging from conventional oil and gas, carbon capture and
storage, groundwater (unconfined and confined), hot sedimentary aquifer (geothermal), and domestic
water supply which will make management of any UCG drilling complex.
I believe I have said sufficient for this committee to recommend an outright permanent ban on UCG in
Victoria which should of course extend to the whole of Australia.
Thanks for reading my submission.
I remain, Deni Collyer,

